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Watch King & Maxwell, TNT's new series based on David Baldacci's blockbuster novels, on

Mondays at 10 p.m. (ET/PT) After the #1 New York Times bestsellers Split Second, Hour Game,

Simple Genius, and First Family, Sean King and Michelle Maxwell return in their most shocking

case: a high stakes struggle where the relentless needs of national security run up against the

absolute limits of the human mind.THE SIXTH MANEdgar Roy--an alleged serial killer held in a

secure, fortress-like Federal Supermax facility-is awaiting trial. He faces almost certain conviction.

Sean King and Michelle Maxwell are called in by Roy's attorney, Sean's old friend and mentor Ted

Bergin, to help work the case. But their investigation is derailed before it begins--en route to their

first meeting with Bergin, Sean and Michelle find him murdered. It is now up to them to ask the

questions no one seems to want answered: Is Roy a killer? Who murdered Bergin? With help from

some surprising allies, they continue to pursue the case. But the more they dig into Roy's past, the

more they encounter obstacles, half-truths, dead-ends, false friends, and escalating threats from

every direction. Their persistence puts them on a collision course with the highest levels of the

government and the darkest corners of power. In a terrifying confrontation that will push Sean and

Michelle to their limits, the duo may be permanently parted.
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"Equal parts Hitchcock and James Bond, it's the perfect literary cocktail...One of Baldacci's

best."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Richmond Times-Dispatch on Deliver Us from Evil"It's his eager, expansive



imagination that drives his books . . . Like other thriller writers, Baldacci depends on a mixture of

inventive plotting, appealing characters, luck, and consistency. Unlike others, his books rely more

on characters' relationships than whiz-bang technology or procedural twists . . . What he offers is in

some ways more unusual."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Newsweek on First Family

David Baldacci is a global #1 bestselling author, and one of the world's favorite storytellers. His

books are published in over 45 languages and in more than 80 countries, with over 130 million

worldwide sales. His works have been adapted for both feature film and television. David Baldacci is

also the cofounder, along with his wife, of the Wish You Well Foundation, a nonprofit organization

dedicated to supporting literacy efforts across America. Still a resident of his native Virginia, he

invites you to visit him at DavidBaldacci.com and his foundation at WishYouWellFoundation.org.

I loved this book. The intrigue, suspense and electrifying nature of the story kept my rapt interest

throughout the story. It begins with a new way of analyzing intelligence data from all over the world

by discovering those rare savants who are able to absorb enormous amount of data and process

them akin to a modern computer, but with human intelligence. This person that is capable of

performing these analyses becomes an invaluable asset to the country that he serves. The person

who discovered this technique began selling consultancy to the American government for enormous

amounts of money. Peter Bunting was the discoverer of this method, and indeed, he became

exceedingly rich and his asset, Edgar Roy became a desirable asset to have control over for those

who had less than the countryÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s interest at heart. So an elaborate plan was

devised by persons way high in the government food chain to frame Edgar Roy for serial murders,

have him incarcerated and eventually spring him for use on their own nefarious intents. Enter

Maxwell and King, private investigators, hired by the attorney who will represent Roy to perform

investigations relative to the case. Immediately into the story, the attorney is murdered, their lives

become in danger, and everyone who touches the Edgar Roy case is a target. Unraveling this

unusual set of circumstances becomes a page turning thriller that is difficult to put down. So many

turns of events take place that it is dizzying, but exceptionally interesting. For pure intrigue, this

book delivers.

I think the interplay between King & Maxwell has been one of the best things that has continued

through the King & Maxwell series, and in this book it was no different. Without saying much about

what happens, the continued building of the relationship between the two protagonists is the reason



this book is one of the better ones in the series. The main mystery was built like an onion, filled with

many layers, and I was surprised at Baldacci's ability to ensure the mystery itself stayed a mystery,

but didn't weave too many uncomprehendable strings that weren't tied up. It seemed at all times he

knew the end game, and it worked very well. The biggest difficulty at times I had was he called a

main female character by her last name, which happened to be a man's name and at times I forgot

that was her last name and thought it was a man who I didn't know; probably bad on my part, but it

was the one confusing thing in the narrative.

As I've written before, Baldacci's plots are good and intricate as well. However it's his dialogue that

tends to bore me. The characters seem to only talk to deliver information to one another, with the

occasional flirtatious aside. No subtext, no define speech patterns, etc. Again, not bad, but doesn't

amaze me.

Just a tad far-fetched (at least for me) re the "Sixth Man" and his abilities, but all things are possible,

so maybe these people exist. Thought that Baldacci kept me guessing at the right pace re the

perpetrators, good/bad guys,involved in the story line. Read other books by the author and think this

one was probably a notch higher than his other stories, if not only for the story line, but the

interweaving of the characters and how they became a part of the scenarios playing out. I always

choose a Baldacci book when I want an exciting detective story. King and Maxwell work well

together and are an interesting combo, equally balanced with strengths and weaknesses. I'll

continue to read this author's books.

The proof of the quality of the pretext of this book was Hollywood decision to make it the subject of

the Pilot of the new King & Maxwell TV series. Of course in the name of time constraints they took

what should have been a movie and made it into a 45 minute show. Partly to enable them to bring

Roy Edgar into the context of their investigation business. That by no means reduces the quality

and suspense that the entire novel delivers right up to the very end. Even the possible loss of Ms

Maxwell at the end of the novel.To accept the concept that a persons mind is capable of analyzing

the wall and delivering in real time a plan to thwart the efforts of those who mean to do us harm

delivers us to the understanding of how a billion dollar intelligence contract can cause the power

struggle on capital hill where it is the allegiance to money that trumps one's patriotic duty.Of course

these maximums were lost in the TV pilot but not in the book. The desire for power and money

resulted in the death of a dozen innocent people and destruction of property as well as violation of



the so called rights that we in the US cling to as the difference between us and the rest of the world.I

would recommend this book on many levels. First on Mr. Baldacci's ability to weave a plot along the

story line, constantly bringing and connecting the dots that at first seem not to pertain to each other

but slowly they come together. Then there is the cross the double cross, then a triple cross as those

who swore to be our protectors but conspire to benefit themselves as they deprive everyone else of

their rights. Even our elected officials and those who are appointed to head the agencies are not

free of guilt.One can draw examples from this book into public life and see current events unfold to

show that our elected leaders are more concerned with themselves than the constituents they are

supposed to represent. This book should be made into a movie. I thought it was that good.If you

looking for a book to read in bed before extinguishing the light to sleep, then don't get this one.

Once the action starts, which is not long into the book, the suspense and the desire to find out what

else Mr. Baldacci has in store for us will propel you into probing the next page then then next

chapter. It is a never ending addiction that can't be satiated until the end is found.The relationship

between King and Maxwell is also extended as they continue there love for each other but fear that

getting too close would cause unimaginable pain at the loss of the other.Though it is not stated it is

at the end that Sean learns that his feeling for Michael is far deeper than even he would like to

believe. I expect David will continue this train of thought as both continue to embed themselves into

each others lives and become more inseparable in future publications. It is their dichotomy and their

synergistic approach to ever battle that creates the story line that has continued throughout all the

King & Maxwell novels. David Baldacci has hit on great set of characters I hope continues.

The Sixth Man is one excellent story. What an interesting story. Yes, it is intense and makes you

wonder about what may be behind everyday's deadlines. OTHER Readers will get hooked, too.
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